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A Legacy Lives On
Longtime NRS customer Mike Beiser has spent a lifetime outside, 
and much of it sharing the outdoors with others. From a stint with 
the National Parks Service in the late 1970s, to his 32 years as the 
University of Idaho’s Outdoor Program Director, he has taught 
countless people how to roll, how to row, and how to pack for a trip 
down the river. He was also one of the earliest product testers for 
NRS and attended product development meetings with our 
founder, Bill Parks. Bill would provide the pizza and beer, and 
guys like Mike would deliver the beta.

Like a lot of early boaters, Mike’s first dry bag was a military 
surplus delousing bag. These were the first dry bags we carried 
at NRS. But as the delousing bag supply began to decline, Bill 
knew he would have to source his dry bags elsewhere. Since an 
alternative source did not exist, he decided to build them himself. 
He purchased some heavy-duty truck tarp material at a discount, 
found a shop in Seattle that could weld it, and the original NRS Bill’s 
Bag—the first purpose-built dry bag for boaters—was born. 

NRS product development has grown more sophisticated since 
those early days, and yet some things never change. We still buy 
pizza and beer for boaters and gear heads to get their input on 
how to make things better, and we’re still building our legendary 
Bill’s Bags. We’ve updated all of our dry bags for 2017, and the Bill’s 
Bag has never looked, or functioned, better. 

Mike is retired now, but like the battered Bill’s Bag he has carried 
on trips all over the world, he is still going strong, and still looking 
forward to the next adventure.
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WARNING:  This product can expose 
you to Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP), 
which is known to the State of California 
to cause cancer and birth defects or other 
reproductive harm.

NEW for 2017
REVISED for 2017
WOMEN’S MODEL
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MESH BACK PFDs
Designed for comfort in touring, recreational and fishing kayaks, these life jackets 

feature a mesh-back design that sits flush with high-back seats and keeps you cooler 
on warm days. Each purpose-built model features a convenient front-entry zipper and 

eight adjustment points for a custom fit.

Clearwater  40007.02  |  $89.95  |  S/M, L/XL, XXL  

cVest  40028.01  |  $114.95  |  S/M, L/XL, XXLZoya  40029.01  |  $99.95  |  XS/M, L/XL

Chinook  40009.03  |  $109.95  |  S/M, L/XL, XXL
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WOMEN’S SIREN
The most comfortable low-profile women’s life jacket 
available today. Sculpted foam panels fit your curves, and 
our Cool Flow System™ (CFS) provides welcome ventilation 
on warm days.

40036.02  |  $109.95  |  XS/M, L/XL

NINJA 
Originally designed for freestyle kayakers, the Ninja’s athletic, 
low-profile design stays out of the way and off your mind for 
comfortable paddling or rowing in any craft.

40013.03  |  $129.95  |  S/M, L/XL, XXL
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ZEN
With advanced rescue features and a dynamic 
suspension that flows with your body, the Zen becomes 
one with you, so you can be one with the river. 

40030.01  |  $189.95  |  S/M, L/XL, XXL

ION 
Roomy front pocket, fleece-lined handwarmer pouch and 
a comfortable low-profile fit.

40056.01  |  $109.95  |  XS/M, L/XL, XL/XXL
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PIVOT DRYSUIT
By placing the Pivot Drysuit’s TIZIP® MasterSeal zipper on the back, we’ve eliminated pressure points 

on the front of the suit while improving flexibility and reducing stress on the zipper. The back zipper also 
makes it easier to don the suit, and can be opened and closed without assistance. [Imported]

22536.01  |  $989.95  |  S-XXL
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H2CORE
EXPEDITION WEIGHT

Our Expedition Weight thermal base layer isn’t for 
everyone. It’s for paddlers. Seams are perfectly placed 

for friction-free strokes and comfort in the boat. Polartec® 
Power Stretch Pro® fleece fabric offers the ultimate 

combination of warmth and flexibility, and lighter weight 
fabric in key zones eliminates bunching. Angled volcano-

style cuffs play nicely with dry wear gaskets, and 
waistbands are designed for gap-free coverage 

when sitting. [Imported]

Men’s Shirt   10130.04  |  $109.95  |  S-XXL

  Women’s Shirt  10135.04  |  $109.95  |  XS-XL

  Union Suit  10132.03  |  $149.95  |  S-XXL
Men’s Pants  10131.04  |  $99.95  |  S-XXL

  Women’s Pants  10137.04  |  $99.95  |  XS-XL
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CRUX DRYSUITS
The Crux Drysuit gives kayakers a new standard for freedom of movement and dry comfort. 
4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric provides superior waterproof protection and breathability. A supple 

microfiber exterior ensures frictionless paddling with outstanding resistance to puncture and 
abrasion, while the action-cut design allows unrestricted motion without being baggy. Flexible 
TIZIP® MasterSeal zippers, plus a double-tunnel waist that seals with your sprayskirt. [Imported]

Men’s
22533.03  |  $989.95  |  S-XXL

Women’s  
22532.03  |  $989.95  |  XS-XL
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FREEFALL DRY PANTS
Roomy cut, burly construction and laid-back look 

make them a gear-bag essential. [Imported]
22520.02  |  $234.95  |  S-XXL

FLUX DRYTOPS
Our most popular drytop features high-performance 4-Layer Eclipse™ fabric 

and an action-cut design for maximum comfort and mobility. [Imported]

Women’s  
22516.04  |  $324.95  |  XS-XL

Men’s 
22515.04  |  $324.95  |  S-XXL
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PADDLING SUITS
In January, the U.S. Whitewater Rafting Team 
attempted to row the entire Grand Canyon 

in under 34 hours, hoping to break the 
speed descent record. We developed our 
paddling suits with guys like this in mind, 
delivering maximum comfort on extended 

tours, with smart details that keep you 
feeling good and performing at your best 
no matter how long you stay on the water. 
Which is why, with limitless gear options at 
their disposal, these eight paddlers chose 

to wear the NRS Navigator paddling suit. Its 
neoprene neck gasket is less constricting 

than latex, and battle-tested 4-Layer 
Eclipse™ fabric ensures dry performance. 

In the words of the U.S. Whitewater Rafting 
team, “We hammered our Navigator suits. 
We rowed, cooked, scrambled on rocks, 
patched tubes, swam, wrenched on the 

frame, drove shuttle, rigged, de-rigged, and 
slept in our suits. They’re pretty stained and 
dirty now, but there are absolutely no signs 

of wear and tear.”
  Navigator  22535.02  |  $999.95  |  S-XXL  Explorer  22534.02  |  $799.95  |  S-XXL

[Imported] [Imported]
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Long-Sleeve Jacket  22513.04  |  $249.95  |  S-XXL

STAMPEDE JACKETS
Nearly as dry as a full drytop, just easier to wear and easier on the wallet. [Imported]

Shorty  22512.04  |  $179.95  |  S-XXL

ORION PADDLING JACKET
Sea kayakers seeking the ultimate protection from spray, wind and rogue waves will love 
the Orion Paddling Jacket. Its articulated storm hood with face shield helps you cope with 
the nastiest conditions, and its GlideSkin™ neoprene neck gasket seals out water without 

the discomfort of latex. [Imported]

20022.01  |  $379.95  |  S-XXL



HIGH TIDE JACKET
When conditions change, you need 

adaptable protection from wind, splash and 
rain. The High Tide jacket has you covered 

from head to waist with an articulated 
hood and quick-venting, quarter-zip neck. 

[Imported]

20026.01  |  $149.95  |  S-XXL

ENDURANCE 
SPLASH PANTS

Waterproof, breathable Endurance Pants 
help you paddle in comfort, even in less-

than-ideal conditions. Slip them on over your 
insulating layers to block wind, spray and 

rain. [Imported]

Men’s
20015.03  |  $109.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s  
20018.03  |  $109.95  |  XS-XXL

ENDURANCE JACKETS
The waterproof, windproof Endurance 

Jacket lets you paddle in comfort, even in 
windy, splashy conditions. Boaters looking 
for technical performance at a great price 

will love this paddling top. [Imported]

Women’s  
20011.04  |  $99.95  |  XS-XXL

Men’s
20010.04  |  $99.95  |  XS-3XL
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Women’s Radiant 3/2  17280.02  |  $229.95  |  S-3XL

Men’s Radiant 3/2  17279.03  |  $229.95  |  XS-3XL

 
Women’s Radiant 4/3  17282.02  |  $279.95  |  XS-XXL

Men’s Radiant 4/3  17281.02  |  $279.95  |  XS-3XL

RADIANT WETSUITS
Radiant Wetsuits give you maximum cold-water protection without sacrificing freedom of motion. Features 

a comfortable chest zipper, water-shedding smooth-skin torso and a cozy checkered fleece lining that dries 
in a flash. Four-way-stretch PowerSpan™ material allows for unrestricted movement, and titanium laminate 

reflects heat back to your body. 3/2 mm and 4/3 mm options let you dial in the
perfect combination of warmth and mobility. [Imported]
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Men’s
17266.03  |  $149.95  |  S-3XL

Women’s  
17267.03  |  $149.95  |  XS-XXL

3.0 FARMER JOHN & FARMER JANE
Our most popular wetsuit is tremendously versatile with 3 mm 

neoprene and ThermalPlush™ lining. [Imported]

3.0 ULTRA JOHN & ULTRA JANE
Checkered VaporLoft™ lining for warmth and comfort. The best 

sleeveless suit you can buy. [Imported]

Men’s
17272.03  |  $199.95  |  S-3XL

Women’s  
17274.03  |  $199.95  |  XS-XXL

Men’s

17259.03  |  $89.95  |  XS-XXL

17260.03  |  $109.95  |  GM, GL, G2XL

Women’s  
17261.03  |  $89.95  |  XS-XL

2.0 SHORTY
JOHN & JANE

The shorty cut allows more freedom of 
movement, while 2 mm neoprene provides 

essential core insulation. [Imported]





0.5 mm neoprene

Four-way-stretch PowerSpan™
with DWR coating

Titanium coating

ThermalPlush™ lining

1.5 mm neoprene

Four-way-stretch PowerSpan™
with DWR coating

Titanium coating

VaporLoft™ lining

HydroSkin 0.5 HydroSkin 1.0 HydroSkin 1.5

1.0 mm neoprene

Titanium coating

VaporLoft™ lining

HYDROSKIN
When your clothing is adaptable, you’re adaptable—to conditions, situations, opportunities. HydroSkin gives you 

the freedom to adapt, so you can go paddle when others go home. Only HydroSkin offers a range of options 
between wearing no immersion protection and wiggling into a wetsuit. Three neoprene thicknesses from 0.5 mm 
to 1.5 mm and a variety of tops and bottoms let you layer to match the weather and water, while paddler-specific 

designs ensure friction-free comfort and freedom of motion. [Imported]

0.5 mm neoprene

Four-way-stretch PowerSpan™
with DWR coating

Titanium coating

ThermalPlush™ lining

1.5 mm neoprene

Four-way-stretch PowerSpan™
with DWR coating

Titanium coating

VaporLoft™ lining

HydroSkin 0.5 HydroSkin 1.0 HydroSkin 1.5

1.0 mm neoprene

Titanium coating

VaporLoft™ lining

0.5 mm neoprene

Four-way-stretch PowerSpan™
with DWR coating

Titanium coating

ThermalPlush™ lining

1.5 mm neoprene

Four-way-stretch PowerSpan™
with DWR coating

Titanium coating

VaporLoft™ lining

HydroSkin 0.5 HydroSkin 1.0 HydroSkin 1.5

1.0 mm neoprene

Titanium coating

VaporLoft™ lining



HydroSkin 0.5
Men’s Short Sleeve  

15001.05  |  $79.95  |  S-XXL

HydroSkin 0.5
Men’s Long Sleeve  

15002.04  |  $99.95  |  S-XXL

HydroSkin 0.5
Men’s Pants

15012.03  |  $99.95  |  S-XXL

HydroSkin 0.5
Men’s Shorts

15015.03  |  $69.95  |  S-XXL

HydroSkin 0.5
Women’s Shorts

15016.03  |  $69.95  |  XS-XL

HydroSkin 0.5
Women’s Short Sleeve

15003.05  |  $79.95  |  XS-XXL

HydroSkin 0.5
Women’s Capris

15017.03  |  $94.95  |  XS-XL

HydroSkin 0.5
Women’s Long Sleeve
15004.03  |  $99.95  |  XS-XXL
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HydroSkin 1.0 Women’s Shirt

15034.02  |  $89.95  |  XS-XL 

 
HydroSkin 1.5 Women’s Pants 

15041.02  |  $109.95  |  XS-XL

 
HydroSkin 1.5 Women’s Jacket

15039.02  |  $129.95  |  XS-XXL

HydroSkin 1.5 Men’s Shirt
15035.02  |  $119.95  |  S-XXL

 
HydroSkin 1.5 Men’s Pants

15040.02  |  $109.95  |  S-XXL

HydroSkin 1.5 Men’s Jacket 

15037.02  |  $129.95  |  S-XXL

 
HydroSkin 1.0 Men’s Shirt

15032.03  |  $89.95  |  S-XXL

HydroSkin 1.5 Men’s Shorts 

15043.02  |  $79.95  |  S-4XL
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KID’S NEOPRENE JACKET
Helps keep kids warm in cool water without the hassle of putting 
on and taking off tight neoprene shirts. And parents will love the 

easy-entry front zipper. [Imported]
15011.02  |  $59.95  |  YS-YL

black teal

KID’S RASHGUARD
Delivering maximum UV protection, you won’t have to chase the 

kids around with the sunscreen bottle. UPF 50 [Imported]
10036.03  |  $29.95  |  YS-YXL
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KID’S SHORTY
Keeps the young ones safe and comfortable in chilly water, with a 

fun color pattern to make them more visible. [Imported]
17263.02  |  $49.95  |  3T, 4T, YXS-YXL

KID’S NEOPRENE PANTS
Always have a pair on hand to help keep your child happy on 
those cool days in the boat and splashing on shore. [Imported]

15014.02  |  $47.95  |  YS-YL
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H2CORE SILKWEIGHT
The foundation of warm-weather layering, H2Core Silkweight keeps you cool, 
sunburn free and comfortable for paddling. It’s quick drying, crazy breathable 

and designed for friction-free paddling. Wear it alone on hot days or as a 
base layer in cooler weather.  [Imported]

Men’s Hoodie
10139.02  |  $49.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Short Sleeve
10108.02  |  $34.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Long Sleeve
10114.02  |  $39.95  |  S-XXL
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Men’s Short Sleeve
10001.05  |  $39.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Long Sleeve
10002.04  |  $44.95  |  S-XXL

H2CORE RASHGUARD
H2Core Rashguard provides maximum protection from sun and abrasion 
with fabrics that wick moisture, breathe freely and dry quickly. Form-fitting 
pieces eliminate excess fabric for athletic performance, and friction-free 

seams ensure comfortable paddle strokes. [Imported]

BENNY BOARD SHORT
10141.02  |  $59.95  |  30-40, 33



Men’s Pants  10122.02  |  $49.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Zip Neck  10118.02  |  $64.95  |  S-XXL

Men’s Hoodie  10120.02  |  $64.95  |  S-XXL

H2CORE 
LIGHTWEIGHT

Put on a piece of H2Core Lightweight apparel 
and you’ll wonder how you lived without it. The 

brushed fabric is soft as your favorite flannel, yet 
dries quickly, wicks moisture and protects your skin 
from harmful rays. Its mid-weight weave is perfect 

for evenings, mornings and cool afternoons—on the 
water, in camp or around town. [Imported]

MEN’S PHANTOM JACKET
When the wind kicks up or the sun goes down, 
pull out the Phantom Jacket and quickly adapt. 
This ultralight shell breathes freely for aerobic 
activities while blocking wind, spray and mist.  

[Imported]

20021.01  |  $89.95  |  S-XXL





Women’s Hoodie Silkweight  
10140.02  |  $49.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Long Sleeve Silkweight  
10115.02  |  $39.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Short Sleeve Silkweight  
10111.02  |  $34.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Short Sleeve Rashguard  
10020.05  |  $39.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Long Sleeve Rashguard  
10021.04  |  $44.95  |  XS-XL



  

WOMEN’S BEDA BOARD SHORT
Slip the Beda Short over your bathing suit for extra 

comfort and protection during active days outdoors. 
[Imported]

10142.02  |  $54.95  |  4-14



Women’s Pants Lightweight  
10123.02  |  $49.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Zip Neck Lightweight  
10119.02  |  $64.95  |  XS-XL

Women’s Hoodie Lightweight  
10121.02  |  $64.95  |  XS-XL 

WOMEN’S PHANTOM JACKET
When the wind kicks up or the sun goes down, pull out the Phantom 

Jacket and quickly adapt. This ultralight shell breathes freely for 
aerobic activities while blocking wind, spray and mist.  [Imported]

20020.01  |  $89.95  |  XS-XL
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TOASTER MITTS
The mitten-style design keeps fingers warm in frigid 

conditions while the pre-curved shape and grippy palm keep 
you paddling with confidence. 3.5 mm [Imported]

25027.04  |  $49.95  |  XS-XXL

MAMBAS
Mamba pogies give you the ultimate thermal protection 

for paddling in frigid conditions while allowing a bare-hand 
grip for maximum paddle control. 5 mm [Imported]

25031.02  |  $49.95  |  Small, Universal

MAVERICK GLOVES
Waterproof seams, a water-shedding 
exterior and our HydroCuff™ wrist seal 

make this one of our most popular 
cold-weather gloves. 3 mm [Imported]

25017.03  |  $54.95  |  XS-XXL

CATALYST GLOVES
Flexible Extend™ neoprene and taped 
seams retain warmth, while the soft-
seam design delivers total comfort. 

2 mm [Imported]

25037.01  |  $44.95  |  XS-XXL

MAXIM GLOVES
Raw neoprene palm provides excellent 
grip, fleece interior increases warmth, 
and liquid-taped seams ensure water-

proof performance. 3 mm [Imported]

25039.01  |  $59.95  |  XS-XXL 



HYDROSKIN GLOVES
These stretchy, comfortable gloves cut 
the chill without sacrificing paddle grip 

or feel. 0.5 mm [Imported]

Men’s
25014.03  |  $39.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s  
25015.03  |  $39.95  |  XS-XL

GUIDE GLOVES
Blister protection, cushion and just 

the right amount of warmth for rowing 
and paddling in cool conditions. 

1.5 mm [Imported]

25013.04  |  $19.95  |  XS-XXL

FUSE GLOVES
Lightweight neoprene insulation with 
a comfortable fit and excellent grip. 

1 mm [Imported]

25021.01  |  $29.95  |  XXS-XXL

AXIOM GLOVES
Maximum blister protection for paddling 
and rowing, plus UPF 20 protection for 

warm days under the sun. [Imported]

Men’s
25034.02  |  $24.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s  
25035.02  |  $24.95  |  XS-XL

BOATER’S GLOVES
Lightweight sun and blister protection at 

an unbeatable price. [Imported]

Men’s
25005.04  |  $19.95  |  XS-XXL

Women’s  
25006.03  |  $19.95  |  XS-XL

COVE GLOVES
Full-fingered protection from sun and 

blisters for warm-weather paddling and 
rowing. [Imported]

25020.01  |  $22.95  |  XS-XXL 



CRUSH
We wanted a shoe we could wear day in, day out, on and off the water. A shoe that the off-duty guide/safety 

boater/instructor/bartender sleeping on our couch would covet. It had to feel as good as it looked and perform 
as well as it felt—in the boat, on the SUP board, around camp or at the pub. We made the upper breathable, 

quick drying and tough enough to last a nonstop season. We gave it a crushable heel and tuned the interior for 
barefoot comfort. Then we chose the stickiest rubber we could find, siped it for even better wet traction, and 

stamped our Idaho soul onto the sole. [Imported]

36



Men’s  30043.02  |  $79.95  |  8-13  Women’s  30044.02  |  $79.95  |  6-11
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FREESTYLE SHOE
Flexible low-volume bootie designed for 

cramped cockpits. 3 mm. [Imported]
30017.04  |  $49.95  |  5-13

KINETIC SHOE
If you need to tuck your feet into tight 

kayaks, or want to feel more in touch with 
your SUP board, the NRS Kinetic is your 

wetshoe. 1.5 mm [Imported]
30042.01  |  $44.95  |  5-13

KICKER REMIX SHOE
Warmth, comfort and protection in a 
compact package. 3 mm [Imported]

Men’s  30022.03  |  $44.95  |  4-14

 Women’s  30023.03  |  $44.95  |  5-11
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PADDLE SHOE
Easy zippered entry with toasty VaporLoft™ lining 

and natural-fitting comfort. 3 mm [Imported]
Men’s  30034.03  |  $54.95  |  6-14

 Women’s  30040.02  |  $54.95  |  6-11

BOUNDARY SHOE
Knee-high waterproof warmth and a rugged 

traction sole for painless portaging, launching 
and landing. 5 mm [Imported]

30035.01  |  $89.95  |  6-13
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SANDAL SOCK 
Turn any shoe or sandal into a wetshoe by 
adding this comfortable 2 mm neoprene 
sock.  [Imported]
30010.02  |  $24.95  |  XS-XXL

WETSOCK 
2 mm neoprene insulation keeps feet 
warm and a HydroCuff™ ankle seals out 
debris.  [Imported]
30012.02  |  $24.95  |  XS-XXL

HYDROSKIN™ 0.5 SOCK 
ThermalPlush™ lining and a thin titanium layer 
boost warmth without adding bulk in this 
lightweight wetsock. [Imported]
30011.02  |  $29.95  |  XS-XXL

HYDROSKIN™ 1 .5 SOCK 
Fully sealed seams, HydroCuff™ ankle seal and 
checked fleece lining keep you warm, dry and 
happy in cold water. [Imported]

30016.01  |  $44.95  |  XS-XXL

BOUNDARY SOCK
18" tall with HydroCuff™ top and 
waterproof seams. 3 mm. [Imported]
30015.01  |  $84.95  |  XS-XXL
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STORM HOOD 
Head-to-shoulders waterproof warmth for sea 
kayakers braving wind, spray, rain and cold. 

15047.01  |  $34.95  |  2.5 mm  |  S-L

HYDROSKIN 0.5 LINER 
Just the right amount of warmth for cool air, 

cold rain and chilly combat rolls. 

15045.01  |  $24.95  |  0.5 mm  |  S-L

STORM CAP 
With taped internal seams and a soft checked 
fleece lining, this 2.5 mm neoprene cap keeps 

you warm in the coldest conditions. 

15046.01  |  $29.95  |  2.5 mm  |  S-L



SIDEWINDER BIBS
Wear the versatile Sidewinder Bibs as a 

fishing wader, or combine them with a dry 
top for complete cold-weather immersion 
protection. We designed them for comfort 

in the boat and on the bank, and the 
waterproof relief zipper is a major upgrade 

over other bibs. [Imported]

20025.01  |  $449.95  |  S - XXL, GM, GL, GXXL

VERMILLION SHIRT 
The high-performance, low-maintenance 

Vermillion keeps you cool, comfortable and 
sunburn free for those long summer stretches 

on the water. [Imported]

10007.01  |  $69.95  |  S - XXL

VARIAL HOODIE 
When the sun is high and your less-

prepared buddies start peeling off toward 
the hammock and the cooler, you can 

keep your line in the water thanks to the 
H2Ozone Varial Hoodie. With an integrated 
sun hood and neck gaiter, the Varial has you 
covered from head to waist for maximum sun 

protection and comfort. [Imported]

10008.01  |  $59.95  |  S - XXL

BAJA SUN SHIRT 
Call on the Baja Sun Shirt to keep you cool, 

comfortable and protected while fishing 
on harsh sunny days. UPF 50+ technical 
fabric wicks moisture, dries quickly and 

breathes freely, and our exclusive paddler’s 
cut allows friction-free strokes for kayak 

anglers. [Imported]

10009.01  |  $44.95  |  S - XXL

GUIDE SHORTS
Four-way-stretch comfort with the 

ruggedness and features your burliest 
outings demand. [Imported]

10145.01  |  $59.95  |  30 - 40 and 33; 9” inseam

GUIDE PANTS
The utility of zip-off convertible pants can’t 
be denied, but pants made for hikers don’t 
quite cut it in the boat. Our Guide Pants are 
specifically designed for kayak fishermen, 

river guides and other boaters who routinely 
shred conventional clothing and need tough, 

comfortable gear that’s designed for long 
days on the water, not a walk in the park. 

[Imported]

10146.02  |  $89.95  |  regular: 30-40, 33; long: 33-40





H2OZONE GAITER
Lightweight technical fabric and our do-it-

all design provide versatile protection from 
sun, bugs and chill. [Imported]

10405.01  |  $19.95  |  Universal

H2OZONE SUN SLEEVES
Our H2Ozone Sun Sleeves store easily in a pocket 
and deliver big when you need them, whether for 
sun protection or a little extra warmth. [Imported] 

10406.01  |  $19.95  |  S/M, L/XL

SKELTON GLOVES
Get complete sun protection and improved 
grip without limiting your dexterity. [Imported]

25038.01  |  $19.95  |  S/M, L/XL, XXL 

CASTAWAY GLOVES
Total sun and blister protection for those days 
when the fishing starts early and ends when 

the sun goes down. [Imported]

25019.01  |  $29.95  |  S-XXL 

FORECAST GLOVES
Convertible fingertips give you extra 

dexterity for fishing and knot tying, and 
2 mm neoprene keeps hands warm in cool 

conditions. [Imported]

25040.01  |  $44.95  |  S-XXL



AMBUSH TACKLE BAG 
Ditch the milk crate and keep your rods, baits and tools organized 

and accessible. Built with heavy-duty PVC, this rigid-sided bag gives 
you a removable triple rod holder, plus adjustable interior dividers 
to keep your boxes tidy and secure. The large front pocket is great 

for keeping soft-baits handy, and the heavy-duty YKK® zipper opens 
easily with one hand from your seat. [Imported]

84040.01  |  $129.95

CHINOOK 
All the features an angler needs on the water, including a rod 

holder, knife lash tab, coil retractor, pliers loop, and seven 
pockets for your tackle and tools. 

40009.03  |  $109.95  |  S/M, L/XL, XXL

See page 4
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SEA KAYAK
PADDLE FLOAT

Stows easily, inflates quickly and works 
flawlessly to help you re-enter your boat in 

open water.

50006.01  |  $49.95

KAYAK TOW LINE
Essential rescue gear for towing an 

injured or fatigued boater. 50' of 
polypropylene rope.

50002.01  |  $59.95  |  fits up to 50" waist

TAJ M’HAUL 
DECK BAG

Feature packed with attachments 
for your water bottle, bilge pump and 

paddle float, plus an inner storage bag 
that’s totally dry.

50016.01  |  $99.95  |  17"L x 5"H

KAYAK BILGE PUMP
The floating NRS 21" bilge pump can bail out 
your boat and bail you out of a bad situation 

in no time.

50033.02  |  $19.95

COIL PADDLE LEASH
Tether your paddle to your wrist or deck 
rigging with the NRS Coil Paddle Leash 

and save yourself a swim.

50025.01  |  $19.95

HYDROLOCK 
MAPCESSORY CASES
No more soggy charts. No more maps 

flapping in the wind. The NRS HydroLock 
Mapcessory Case helps you navigate with 

ease. Just fold your map to the right section, 
seal it inside, secure it to your boat, and go!

55026.01  |  $13.95-$29.95  |  XS - L
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YAK YAK BOAT CARTS
Over the years, we’ve seen a lot of different boat carts, tested a lot of boat carts, sold a lot of boat carts. But we’ve 
never found a model that met all our criteria for what a good boat cart should be: lightweight, compact, easy to use 
and maintain, reasonably priced, and effective on a variety of surfaces. So we decided to build our own. We made 
it lightweight and rust resistant, and it folds compactly for easy stowing. A tried-and-true NRS loop strap secures 

your boat, not some funky ratchet or belt. The removable wheels are airless—no odd-size tubes to replace—with a 
wide footprint and smooth-rolling rubber tread. Two sizes fit nearly any canoe or kayak. 

Yak Yak  50125.01  |  $99.95    Yak Yak XL  50126.01  |  $119.95
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#KEEPITPUBLIC

What legacy will we leave for future generations of Americans? Will we leave behind clean    
water, healthy streams and access for recreation? Or will they inherit the consequences of 
exploitation and neglect?

Our public lands and waters are essential to the American life we know and love. These 
are the places where we paddle, fish, swim and picnic. Where we hike, hunt, climb and 
ski. Where we go to escape the stresses of everyday life, to reconnect with nature and our 
heritage, to recharge our souls. For over 100 years they have been protected by some of 
our most prominent leaders—both Republican and Democrat—and cared for by dedicated 
citizens, for the enjoyment of all.

Today, powerful political and industrial forces are attempting to undermine public 
ownership and stewardship of these important places. Which is why we’re working to 
remind Americans of their value to our nation and their meaning in our lives.

Together with American Rivers and American Whitewater, we’re collecting the stories 
of 5,000 individuals in an effort to protect 5,000 new miles of Wild and Scenic Rivers. 
We’ve joined a growing list of leading outdoor industry companies in fighting to keep 
our lands and waters public. And through films and feature stories, we hope to inspire a 
new generation of Americans to experience our wild places and help preserve them for 
generations to come.

The latest project from NRS Films chronicles Jimmy Carter and Claude Terry’s first descent 
of Bull Sluice rapid in a tandem canoe. Set on the Wild and Scenic Chatooga River,                      
The Wild President premieres online April 25.

 “I hope that all Americans will join me and 
others who love the outdoors in protecting 
this for our children and grandchildren.”

– President Jimmy Carter
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The Wild President
online premiere is April 24



GUARDIAN
RESCUE BAGS

High-strength floating rope in a waist bag—
always with you, always ready.

RESCUE BAGS
NRS Rescue Bags have long set the standard 

for swiftwater rescue.

WEDGE RESCUE BAG
The compact NRS Wedge Throw Bag fits 
in any space in your boat—no excuses for 
not carrying it. Always there for that vital 

rescue toss.

45105.01  |  $49.95
55’; 1/4” polypropylene  |  Max strength 950 lbs.

Guardian
45107.02  |  $74.95

55’; 1/4” polypropylene  |  Max strength 950 lbs.

Pro Guardian
45108.02  |  $99.95

55’; 1/4” Dyneema®  |  Max strength 2,495 lbs.

Standard Throw Bag
45103.01  |  $59.95

75’; 3/8” polypropylene  |  Max strength 1,900 lbs.

Compact Throw Bag
45100.01  |  $54.95

70’; 1/4” polypropylene  |  Max strength 950 lbs.
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KAYAK UN-PIN KIT
All the essentials for a basic Z-Drag set-up in one small kit, 
created specifically to address the needs of creek boaters. 

45309.01  |  $209.95

Z-DRAG KIT
All the hardware needed to set up basic 
mechanical advantage systems. 

45314.01  |  $329.95





WINGMAN KNIFE
A fast-cutting, concave blade that’s easy 
to open and always there when you 
need it. 

47306.01  |  $34.95  |  6.75"; 2.75" blade

GREEN KNIFE
Compact safety knife that slips in a pocket or 
clips to a lash tab so it’s always handy. 

47308.01  |  $34.95  |  5.875"; 2.125" blade

CAPTAIN KNIFE
Unique design makes cutting rope and 
webbing easy and safe. 

47307.02  |  $39.95  |  7.5"; 3" blade

PILOT KNIFE
Multi-function rescue knife in a secure quick-
release sheath.

47300.02  |  $44.95  |  7.38"; 3" blade

 camo  |  $54.95

Titanium Pilot Knife
47301.02  |  $119.95  |  7.38”; 3" blade

CO-PILOT KNIFE
The little brother of our popular Pilot Knife 
gives you multi-function performance in a 
compact, quick-release design. 

47303.02  |  $44.95  |  5.75"; 2.25" blade

 camo  |  $54.95

Titanium Co-Pilot Knife
47304.02  |  $119.95  |  5.75"; 2.25" blade

VOSS KNIFE
The Voss combines the convenience of 
a folding knife with the functionality of a 
full-size rigid blade.

47309.01  |  $34.95  |  6.75”; 2.75” blade

NEKO KNIFE 
The Neko combines the superior blade 
design, ergonomic grip and integrated 
features of the popular NRS Co-Pilot Knife 
with the sleek, easy-to-use characteristics of a 
friction-release sheath. Available with either a 
blunt or pointed tip. 

47310.01  |  $44.95  |  5.75”; 2.25” blade (blunt tip)

47311.01  |  $44.95  |  5.75”; 2.25” blade (pointed tip)
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1"  STRAPS
The very best cam straps you can buy. Period.

60001.01  |  $4.00-$7.75  |  1', 2', 3', 4', 6', 9', 12', 15', 20'

Pair  60001.01  |  $10.95-$14.95  |  9', 12', 15', 20'

1"  STRAPS WITH BUCKLE BUMPERS
A soft polyurethane bumper cradles the buckle in 360° protection. The 

bumper stays firmly in place but can be removed to use on another 
strap. A little piece of mind with the same high-strength webbing and 

double-spring cam buckle you’ve always enjoyed in our 
world-famous Heavy Duty Straps. 

Pair  60003.02  |  $14.50-$17.95  |  9', 12', 15', 20'

BUCKLE BUMPER

Protect your vehicle, boat and other gear from dents, dings and 
scrapes with the NRS Buckle Bumper. Attaches to our 1" cam buckle for 

complete tie-down peace of mind.

60021.01  |  $7.95

1 .5" STRAPS
When you want the strongest cam strap for securing your 

gear, you need the NRS 1.5” Tie-Down Strap. It’s been 
trusted by boaters and other outdoor adventurers around 

the world for over 30 years.

60006.01  |  $7.00-$11.40  |  1’, 2’, 3’, 4’, 6’, 9’, 12’, 15’, 20’

NRS STRAPS
During the high-water year of 1974, a wave of Idaho rafting accidents gave NRS Founder Bill Parks 

an idea. Rather than tie equipment down with rope or webbing, which made the gear difficult to 
detach after a flip, why not adapt cam straps from the freight industry? Bill sourced the best buckle 

on the market, along with the strongest, most UV-resistant webbing. When he brought the two 
together, the NRS strap was born, and the boating world has never looked back.

See page 4

See page 4

See page 4



HIGH ROLL DUFFEL 
Our High Roll Duffels deliver the same rugged dependability 

as our legendary Bill’s Bags, but in duffel-style design that 
makes packing your gear, and finding it later, easy. 

 55024.02  |  $109.95  |  35L – 12" dia x 20"H
 $129.95  |  70L – 14" dia x 28"H
 $149.95  |  105L – 16" dia x 32"H

EXPEDITION DRIDUFFEL 
With room for all the clothes you’ll need for a weekend, a week 
or a month, the Expedition Duffel makes quick work of the daily 

pack-and-re-pack routine. A TIZIP® MasterSeal waterproof zipper 
seals out water and makes opening and closing the bag a breeze.

 55038.01  |  $179.95  |  35L – 12" dia x 20"H
 $199.95  |  70L – 14" dia x 28"H
 $249.95  |  105L – 16" dia x 32"H

110L Heavy-Duty Bill’s Bag
55011.02  |  $159.95  |  6,712 cu. in.; 16" dia. x 33"H

65L Bill’s Bag
55012.02  |  $119.95  |  3,695 cu. in.; 14" dia. x 24"H

110L Bill’s Bag
55010.02  |  $139.95  |  6,712 cu. in.; 16" dia. x 33"H

BILL’S BAGS
There’s no such thing as overkill when it comes to keeping your clothes and gear dry. Bill’s Bags are built with rugged PVC/
polyester material, with compression straps, a handle and backpack straps for easy carrying. The Heavy-Duty bag adds a 

reinforced bottom, and all models feature our extra-dry StormStrip™ closure.
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ETHER DRY SACKS 
A lightweight, durable solution for keeping gear and clothing 
dry outdoors. Urethane-coated ripstop nylon. 

55028.01  | $19.95 | 2L – 4.5" dia x 8"H
 $22.95 | 3L – 5" dia x 10"H
 $24.95 | 5L – 6" dia x 11"H
 $29.95 | 10L – 7.5" dia x 14"H
 $34.95 | 15L – 8.5" dia x 16.5"H
 $39.95 | 25L – 10" dia x 20"H
 $44.95 | 35L – 11" dia x 22.5"H

MIGHTYLIGHT DRY SACKS 
The perfect ditty bag for protecting and organizing clothing and 
gear inside a hatch, dry box or another bag. Silicone-impregnated 
ripstop nylon. 

55037.02  | $16.95 | 3L – 5.5" dia x 5"H
 $19.95 | 5L – 6.5" dia x 9.5"H
 $22.95 | 10L – 7.5" dia x 13.75"H
 $24.95 | 15L – 9.5" dia x 13"H
 $29.95 | 25L – 9.5" dia x 21.5"H
 $34.95 | 35L – 11.5" dia x 20.5"H
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ETHER HYDROLOCK DRY SACKS 
Zip-seal closure for extra protection plus a clear urethane window 
to help you find items inside. Urethane-coated ripstop nylon. 

55034.01  | $24.95 | 2L – 4.5" dia x 8"H
 $26.95 | 3L – 5" dia x 10"H
 $29.95 | 5L – 6" dia x 11"H
 $34.95 | 10L – 7.5" dia x 14"H
 $39.95 | 15L – 8.5" dia x 16.5"H
 $44.95 | 25L – 10" dia x 20"H
 $49.95 | 35L – 11" dia x 22.5"H

TUFF SACKS 
Outfitters around the globe rely on NRS Tuff Sacks to keep gear 
dry all season long, season after season. 18 oz. PVC/polyester. 

55023.02  | $19.95 |  5L – 6.5" dia x 9.5"H
 $22.95 | 10L – 7.5" dia x 13.75"H
 $25.95 | 15L – 9.5" dia x 13"H
 $34.95 | 25L – 9.5" dia x 21.5"H
 $39.95 | 35L – 11.5" dia x 20.5"H
 $42.95 | 45L – 12.5" dia x 22.25"H
 $44.95 | 55L – 12.5" dia x 27.25"H

See page 4



INFLATABLE SUP BOARDS
Since 1972, we’ve provided the equipment, inspiration and expertise to empower 
adventures on the water. Our 2017 inflatable SUP lineup makes choosing the perfect 
board for your adventures easy with purpose-built models for every aspect of the 
sport—from touring to whitewater to fishing. No matter who you are and where you 
paddle—mountain lakes, wild rivers, urban estuaries or the Alaskan Coast—there’s 
an NRS SUP just right for you. We build them with the most advanced materials, 
components and construction methods, and we back each board with our industry-best 
3-year warranty. Each board comes with interchangeable fins, a high-pressure pump for 
easy inflation, a pressure gauge and repair kit. The board and accessories fit inside our 
exclusive ISUP Travel Pack for easy transport and storage.

  ISUP Travel  Pack

See page 4
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Touring

ESCAPE 11 .6 
11'6" L x 32" W x 6" D; 318 liters

Paddler weight: 100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg

86126.01  |  $1,245.00

ESCAPE
The Escape gives you efficient performance for fast morning 
workouts and long afternoon tours, plus the carrying capacity 
to support that overnight adventure on your bucket list. 

See page 4
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ESCAPE 12.6 
12'6" L x 30" W x 6" D; 329 liters

Paddler weight: 100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg

86127.01  |  $1,295.00 See page 4
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THRIVE
The Thrive series disproves the theory that no single board 
can do several things well. It’s the perfect all-around shape for 
paddlers looking to mix it up with touring, fitness paddling and 
light river running.

All Around

THRIVE 9.10 
9'10" L x 30" W x 5" D; 222 liters

Paddler weight: 90-180 lbs.; 41-82 kg

86128.01  |  $995.00

THRIVE 10.3 
10'3" L x 32" W x 5" D; 246 liters

Paddler weight: 110-200 lbs.; 50-91 kg

86129.01  |  $1,095.00

THRIVE 10.8 
10'8" L x 34" W x 6" D; 340 liters

Paddler weight: 150-250 lbs.; 68-113 kg

86130.01  |  $1,195.00

THRIVE 11 
11' L x 36" W x 6" D; 370 liters

Paddler weight: 175-275 lbs.; 79-125 kg

86131.01  |  $1,295.00

See page 4
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QUIVER
If river running is your jam, the Quiver is your board. The 
Quiver combines a wide stance with extra rocker on the 
nose and tail to deliver the ultimate combination of stability 
and maneuverability.

River Running

QUIVER 8.8 
8'8" L x 34" W x 5" D; 218 liters

Paddler weight: 90-180 lbs.; 41-82 kg

86134.01  |  $1,095.00

QUIVER 9.8 
9'8" L x 36" W x 6" D; 322 liters

Paddler weight: 130-250 lbs.; 59-113 kg

86135.01  |  $1,195.00

QUIVER 10.4 
10'4" L x 35" W x 6" D; 337 liters

Paddler weight: 130-250 lbs.; 59-113 kg

86136.01  |  $1,295.00

See page 4
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WHIP
Pull up to your local play wave, pump up the Whip and 
start shredding. The Whip’s rounder shape, shorter 
length, and surf-style fin and tail configurations make it 
the ultimate park-and-play inflatable. 

Park & Play

WHIP 7.8 
7'8" L x 33" W x 5" D; 189 liters

Paddler weight: 90-160 lbs.; 41-73 kg

86132.01  |  $1,095.00

WHIP 9.2 
9'2" L x 34" W x 6" D; 295 liters

Paddler weight: 140-250 lbs.; 64-113 kg

86133.01  |  $1,195.00
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AMP 
9'2" L x 29" W x 4" D; 167 liters

Paddler weight: 50-120 lbs.; 23-54 kg

86139.01  |  $895.00

AMP
If you’re raising rippers, they’ll need a board that’s built right 
for them. The Amp is perfect for youths looking to challenge 
themselves and have fun on the water, whether it’s off the end 
of the dock, at the whitewater park, or on your next river trip.

See page 4
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MAYRA 
10'4" L x 34" W x 5" D; 268 liters

Paddler weight: 90-200 lbs.; 41-91 kg

86113.05  |  $1,095.00

MAYRA
The Mayra brings fitness-minded women an inflatable 
SUP board designed to provide more deck space and 
stability for better workouts on the water. SUP yoga fans 
and fitness paddlers will especially love this design. 

Yoga

See page 4
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OSPREY 
11' L x 34" W x 6" D; 326 liters

Paddler weight: 100-250 lbs.; 45-113 kg

86137.01  |  $1,295.00

OSPREY
The Osprey gives anglers a fishing platform with all the 
accessories they need to be effective on the water. It’s stable 
side to side and front to back so you can confidently move 
around the board to make accurate casts and land fish. We also 
give you three accessory mounts, bungee deck rigging up front, 
and infinitely adjustable rigging on the back for securing your 
cooler, tackle bag or milk crate.

See page 4
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HERON 
11' L x 39" W x 6" D (7" diameter tubes); 364 liters

Paddler weight: 100-300 lbs.; 45-136 kg

86138.01  |  $1,595.00

HERON
Dual 7" diameter side chambers act like outriggers to make the 
Heron an incredibly stable platform for fishing. Move around 
the board with ease to make pinpoint presentations and to land 
hard-fighting fish. We also give you three accessory mounts, 
bungee deck rigging up front, and infinitely adjustable rigging 
on the back for securing your cooler, tackle bag or milk crate.

See page 4
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RUSH SUP PADDLE
Fiberglass construction for rugged 
dependability and lightweight efficiency. 
Quick-lock ferrule for easy length 
adjustment in three convenient sizes.

77116.01  |  $169.95  |  68”- 86”

QUEST SUP PADDLE  
This lightweight paddle combines durability 
with performance at a price that won’t break 
the bank. Also available as a 3-Piece.

77119.01 |  68- 86”  |  $129.95

77120.01  |  3-Piece  |  $149.95
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QUICK-RELEASE 
SUP LEASH
Now you can safely leash your board 
for river SUP without an expensive 
rescue PFD.

50008.02  |  $49.95

12' Coil Leash  
50009.02  |  $39.95

ZEPHYR Inflatable Life Jacket
Lightweight, self-inflating protection that 
stays around your waist until you need it. 
Inflates to 15.5 lbs. flotation.

40037.01  |  $99.95  |  Universal (27"-50" waist)

16g CO2 Re-Arming Kit 
40035.01  |  $7.95

SUPER PUMP
Inflate stand-up paddle boards and other 
high-pressure craft with this easy-to-use 
hand pump. Inflates up to 20 psi with ease. 
Pressure gauge included. 

80016.02  |  $44.95

SUP LEASHES
Perfect for stand up paddle surfing, the 
NRS SUP Leash features a comfortable 
calf strap and polyurethane non-coil 
flexible line. Two in-line swivels for 
tangle-free performance.

8' Leash  50010.01  |  $24.95

10' Leash  50010.01  |  $29.95
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